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1  Introduction

Key benefits for White Labels:

•  A bank will retain complete control over its customers using 
the platform and 100% ownership of all client and prospect 
information 

•  A fully branded and customised trading solution accessible 
seamlessly across multiple devices

•   Customer access to their trading account with the same
 login from a desktop, any internet browser, smartphone
 and tablet

•	 	A	 multi-asset	 offering	 with	 +30,000	 financial	 products,	
 allowing banks to customise their offering within FX (spot, 
forwards and options), Stocks, CFDs, Commodities, Futures, 
Contract Options and Single Stock Options

•  Flexibility and control to distribute liquidity from all 
	asset	 	classes	 with	 pricing	 tailored	 to	 defined	 customer	
 (sub)-segments and markets

•  The possibility for large counterparts to provide their own 
 liquidity/execution and custody in agreed asset classes to 
end customers via the White Label platform and liquidity 
model technology

•  Effective risk management through automated margin 
	profiles	(stop	outs)	and	real	time	reporting

•  Specialised tools for client administration, risk management 
and real-time/end-of-day reporting

•  Dedicated Relationship Management and White Label Ser-
vice	teams	across	IT,	Trading/Markets	and	back-office	work-
ing in three time zones.

The	financial	services	industry	has	undergone	significant	change.	
Customers of today are informed and increasingly sophisticated. 
They	 seek	 greater	 portfolio	 diversification,	 professional,	 real-
time solutions and differentiated service. 

Many banks and brokers are challenged to meet those demands 
amidst cost pressures from legacy infrastructure and service 
models, margin compression and regulatory changes. 

The same picture is recognisable across retail banks & brokers 
and into the world of private banks and asset management.  

As a result more and more banks and brokers with established 
brands, customer bases and distribution networks turn to exter-
nal providers to enhance their product offering, improve service 
and reduce costs. 

Saxo Bank aims to disrupt and substantially increase the  market 
for trading technology by providing multi-asset trading, risk 
management	 and	 trade	 settlement	 technology	 to	 financial	
	services	firms.	

Disrupting and increasing the market for 
trading technology

Saxo Bank has more than a decade of experience in White  Label 
Partnerships that has become a cornerstone of our business 
 today. In 2013, Saxo Bank established ten new White Label part-
nerships.	Most	of	them	with	large	financial	and	banking	groups	
- including Standard Bank, Africa’s largest bank. 

Saxo Bank enables Institutional Clients and their end  customers 
to trade FX, CFDs, ETFs, Stocks, Futures, Options and other 
 derivatives via three trading platforms or FIX API connections. 
With our aggregated liquidity from Tier-1 banks and access to 
over	80	trading	venues	across	the	globe,	our	clients	benefit	from	
real-time prices, precision execution and competitive commis-
sions and fees.

White Labels not only source our platforms for giving retail 
	clients	 access	 to	 trade	 global	 financial	 markets.	 Increasingly	
the platforms are used by self-directed HNW clients, relation-
ship managers, investment managers and other traders working 
 inside the framework of Saxo Bank’s White Labels. 
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TRADING PLATFORMS

MULTIPLE INTEGRATION POINTS

DEDICATED SUPPORT 

Ongoing support from implementation to product and platform training, service and support. Saxo Bank supports White Labels get 
to market quickly and efficiently and provides continuous post-launch support to help White Labels grow their business. 

MARKETING AND SALES

Ready-to-use marketing materials, sales kits, best practices, annual seminars and monthly newsletters to support White Label sales and marketing 

activities.  Access to customised ‘Performance Dashboards‘ – a business intelligence solution to monitor and analyse business.

ONLINE WEBCONNECT:

ASSET CLASSES

FOREX 
OPTIONS 

FOREX  CFDs 

STOCKS STOCK
OPTIONS 

BONDS 

FUTURES

ETFs 

Saxo Bank’s White Label Solution for financial institutions is based on a 
holistic approach that supports clients’ needs across the entire business 
value chain. The award-winning platforms form the foundation for the 
offering and are supplemented by a wide range of asset classes, 
value-adding tools and services.

Key to Saxo Bank’s White Label offer is its ease of integration into the 
White Label’s own infrastructure, allowing White Labels to present a 
single face and seamless experience to their customers.

• Lead and customer account 
 administration 

• Complete customer administration tools  
 (Saxo Tools)

• Social trading platform
 (Trading Floor)

• Allocation tool to execute block trades   
 on behalf of customers 

• Portfolio management and reporting   
 tool for wealth managers

• Sales Station to chat and broadcast   
 information and market news via the   
 trading platform to your customers

• Best execution with algo trading and   
 smart order routing

• Rollover of FX postions to a new Value Date on a Tom/Next   
 basis.

• Overnight credit/debit charge for customers holding a CFD   
 overnight

• Calculation and booking of interest to customer accounts   
 based on net free equity

• Daily deduction of pre-defined commissions from customer   
 accounts

• Automatic processing and booking of corporate actions to   
 customer accounts 

• Facilitation of stock transfers to and from customer accounts

• Custody fee handling and booking of Stock and Bond holdings

• Market Data fees for applicable subscriptions for real-time   
 data charged by the exchanges

• End-of-Day data files for import to back-office systems

• Online Webconnect back-office and real-time risk 
 management tool to monitor exposure and positions, 
 access audit trail of trading-related activity and periodic 
 customer reporting

BACK OFFICE PROCESSING REPORTING & MONITORINGCUSTOMER AND ACCOUNT 
ADMINISTRATION

FRONT OFFICE AND 
TRADING SUPPORT

• Full hosting and IT services

• Multiple integration points

• Account structures and funding 

SOLUTION AND 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

• Cloud-based award-winning portfolio 
 trading and risk management technology

• Financial strength: $640 m in equity capital,
 $9.3 bn in customer deposits and $2.3 bn in AUM 

• Global presence – offices in 26 countries

• A fully licensed and regulated European bank.

 Saxo Bank's offerings to institutional clients are subject to and compliant 
 with local regulations including Denmark, UK, Singapore and Switzerland. 

WHY SAXO BANK?

CONTRACT
OPTIONS 

A Holistic Approach
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CITIBANK

“The CitiFX Pro platform (developed by Saxo Bank) 

provides institutional-level  online trading services 

to a wide range of clients.

The FX market is very attractive for active  traders 

and we believe we can provide a best-in-class 

 platform and liquidity to this client base.

We believe our global presence in the FX  market, 

combined with Saxo Bank’s proven abilities, 

 provides a winning product for clients seeking to 

trade in the Margin FX space.”

ALEX KNIGHT

GLOBAL HEAD OF FX, 

MARGIN TRADING

USA

BANCO BEST

“With our extensive experience in the  Asset 

 Management area, engaging with Saxo Bank 

 allowed us to boost our positioning in the trading 

space, by providing a state-of-the-art technologi-

cal solution.

In an integrated way, our customers have access 

to a wide range of products and services, which 

allows them to seize market opportunities around 

the world, anytime and anywhere.

The consistent knowledge-sharing and Saxo Bank’s 

great support have been  instrumental in helping 

us become, in a short period of time, one of the 

leaders in the online derivatives market.”

CARLOS ALMEIDA

HEAD OF TRADING

PORTUGAL

What our clients say
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PEDRO DUARTE, 

CEO

PORTUGAL

BRETT DUNCAN, 

GLOBAL HEAD RETAIL EQUITIES, 

GLOBAL MARKETS

SOUTH AFRICA

BANCO CARREGOSA

“It’s impossible to think that one can spend 10 

years in a “honeymoon” environment.

However, our relationship with Saxo Bank is  solid, 

close,	 mutually	 beneficial	 and	 	creates	 a	 balance	

of interests that, in  theory, would not be easy 

to manage. The relationship has endured the 

 markets’ ups and downs, the internal friction 

due to the  entry of new WLCs in the market, and 

situa tions  regarding trading rules and countless 

 negotiations.

Saxo Bank has always delivered capabilities with a 

“face.” For Banco Carregosa, this face is a team of 

Portuguese workers unrivalled in their willingness 

to solve pending issues.”

STANDARD BANK

The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited (Standard 

Bank) has decided to partner with Saxo Bank to pro-

vide its clients with a “best of breed”, multi asset class 

international trading platform. Saxo Bank’s personal-

ized touch, extensive range of asset classes, scalable 

technology and people were the differentiating fac-

tors for us!    

Launched in November 2013, Standard Bank’s Webt-

rader offers all South African clients holding offshore 

funds the ability to trade on 29 international stock 

exchanges, exchange traded funds and 160 Forex 

crosses. 

It is our intention to broaden our product offering 

during 2014 and beyond. We will also expand our cli-

ent  base and make the offering available to clients in 

other geographies – being several other African coun-

tries- to make this a truly pan-African proposition. 
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Saxo Bank offers three trading platforms that can be branded in 
your name. Trading on all platforms is integrated into one single 
account,	 giving	 customers	 the	 possibility	 to	 access	 the	 	financial	
markets at their convenience.

Fully branded and customised trading platforms 
The trading platforms are customisable to match your branding re-
quirements. Branding options include changing color schemes, lo-
gos, platform names, menus and adding platform components for
communication, educational or research content.

This level of customisation enables a bank or broker to go to  market 
with a unique and differentiated offering. All trading  products 
are available from all platforms. As a White Label you can enable 
	trading	for	all	or	a	selection	of	available	financial	instruments,	asset	
classes or individual instruments.

In	 the	 White	 Label	 set-up,	 each	 financial	 institution	 can	 offer	
 customers multiple trading accounts that are all integrated through 
the same login.

The solution includes a White Label staff platform for internal staff 
to get a full customer overview and the possibility to place and/
or modify trades and orders on behalf of customers including the 
 ability to place block trades.

SaxoTrader for Desktop - offers optimal performance and speed 
along with fully customisable workspaces. SaxoTrader is a thick cli-
ent for  Microsoft windows and requires installation.

SaxoTrader for Web - allows access from any internet browser.

SaxoTrader for Mobile - mobile access to your account from 
 tablets and smart phones

Multiple Integration Points
Key to Saxo Bank’s White Label offer is its ease of integration into 
the White Label’s own infrastructure, allowing White Labels to 
present a single face and seamless experience to their customers.

2 Platforms and Products

Chat Module 
Allowing White Labels’ employees to 
communicate with their clients.  

Flexible Workspaces 
Offering investors the possibility to 
customise workspaces as they wish. 

Multiple Order Types
Including	take	profit,	stop	 loss,	stop	 limits	
and trailing stop.

Trade Ticket
Trade all products through a single inte-
grated Trade Ticket. The Trade Ticket ad-
justs seamlessly to offer all the trade types 
available for the product.

Trade Board 
Integrating all trading products into a 
board, allowing you to monitor prices and 
trade on them directly. 

Instrument Explorer
Enabling search and fast location of 
 instruments from Saxo Bank’s vast range 
of products.

Trading Platforms and Features
 

Trading Features
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Charting Functionality
Place and manage orders  directly from the 
charts and build a market  strategy with 
advanced technical analysis tools.

Economic Calendar 
Keeping investors up-to-date on  major 
market events in the major global 
 economies. 

News portal for social trading 
Saxo Bank’s social trading website Trad-
ingFloor.com is a multi-asset platform for 
real traders with real accounts. There is full 
transparency on performance and a track 
record of trades. Customers are able to 
copy any trade instantly with a single click 
from news, views and analysis articles.

TradingFloor.com combines proprietary and 
third-party content, news, trading tools and 
Saxo Bank’s new social trading and com-
munity into a universe designed to inspire 
and engage traders and investors.

Tradingfloor.com	 is	 available	 for	 White	
Labels, although, due to data licence 
agreements, with some branding limita-
tions. TradingFloor.com members are not 
identified	 by	 affiliation	 and	 each	 White	
Label will have an individual sub-domain 
to ensure the on-boarding of new cus-
tomers goes directly to the White Label’s 
regular	sign-up	flow.

White	 Label	 customers	 benefit	 from	 in-
stant access to an existing community of 
more than 23,000 traders who already 
use TradingFloor.com and will be able to 
view and comment on existing trading 
member activity.

Equity Research 
Providing a broad range of  fundamental 
data and general company information, 
with	 deeper	 insight	 into	 key	 financial	
 numbers, including consensus analyst 
 ratings (Buy, Hold, and Sell), target prices, 
earnings trends and forecasts, valuation 
multiples, peer comparison etc. 

The research is available on 11,000+ listed 
companies	 and	 based	 on	 five	 years	 of	
historical and three years forward-looking 
financial	information.

Stock Screener
Offering the consistency essential for 
successful stock trading, the Stock Screener 
filters	a	universe	of	Stocks	 into	a	short-list	
of	 instruments	 identified	according	 to	 the	
particular investment preferences. 

The Stock Screener contains 250+ advanced 
screening	 criteria,	 including	 filtering	 by	
countries and sectors. Available for 19,000+ 
Stocks and 9,000+ Single Stock CFDs on 36 
stock exchanges worldwide. 

Financial Newswires
Streaming news in at least 12 languages 
from news providers including Dow Jones 
and Market News International.

Saxo Bank Research
Offering daily commentary, analysis and 
research on macroeconomics, foreign 
 exchange, equities and commodities. 

Trade Navigator (DTTP) provides daily 
 technical insight into  approximately 
200 instruments. Trade Navigator is 
available in different  languages and can 
be branded by White Label.

News, Research and Analytical Tools



PLATFORM FEATURES WEB DESKTOP MOBILE TABLET

Fast Order Execution

Advanced Charting Basic Charting Basic Charting

Multiple order types

Technical Analysis Tool  

Market news and analysis

Economic Calendar

Flexible workspace

Stock Screener

Equity Research

Market Movers

Market Overview 

Account summary toolbar

Allocation Tool

TECHNICAL FEATURES WEB DESKTOP MOBILE TABLET

Operating systems Windows 2000, Windows 
XP, Windows Vista (32bit 
and 64 bit) or Windows 
2003 server  

iOS, Android 2.3+, BBIO iOS, Android 4.0+

Internet browser  
requirements

Microsoft Internet Explorer 
version 7.0 or later, Mozilla 
Firefox version 3 or later, 
Safari version 3 or later, 
Google Chrome 

Internet Explorer 7.0 or 
later must be installed 
and should be the default 
browser

Available through any 
mobile browser Safari, 
Android, Chrome

Available through any  tablet 
browser Safari, Android, 
Chrome

Platform Comparison
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Saxo Bank offers multiple asset classes. All asset classes can be accessed through the same account allowing cross product margining. 
Customers can use stocks and bonds as collateral for leveraged trading in serveral asset classes. Saxo Bank also allows cross account 
margining, where customers can use cash positions in one account as collateral in another. 

White Labels can choose which products to offer to their customers with the option to differentiate the product offering between 
customer segments. 

Via	 Saxo	Bank’s	multi-asset	 platform,	 customers	 can	 choose	more	 than	30,000	financial	 products,	 including	 FX,	 Stocks,	CFDs,	
Futures and bonds. 

Multiple Asset Classes

  Forex 

•  Spot Currencies: More than 175 FX crosses on live streaming 
prices with liquidity up to EUR 25m.  

•  Spot Metals: 17 FX crosses in precious metals, including 
Gold, Silver, Platinum and Palladium are available as spot 
traded commodities.  

•  Forwards: Major Forex Spot crosses are available as Forward 
Outrights on live tradable prices.  

  Forex Options

•  FX Binary Touch Options are available on six most-traded 
currency crosses.  

•  FX Vanilla Options are available for more than 40 currency 
crosses including Gold and Silver.  

All FX Options are traded via the innovative FX Options Board. 
   

  CFDs (Contract for Difference)

•  Commodities:  CFDs on oil, grains, softs, energies, gold 
and other precious metals.  

• Stock Indices: 22 leading stock indices available.  

•  Single Stocks: 8,700 Single Stock CFDs available with live 
streaming prices from 29 exchanges. Can also be traded as 
DMA.  

• ETFs: 450+ ETFs traded as CFDs.  

•  Bond CFDs on several Government Bonds available: French 
OAT, Italian BTP, German Bund, German Bobl and German 
Schatz.  

  

  Stocks & ETFs

Over 19,000 stocks from 36 major exchanges and more than 
2,500 ETFs and ETCs are available. 

  Stock Options

Stock Options are available on the following exchanges: CBOE, 
Euronext Amsterdam, Euronext Paris, Eurex, LSE, MIB, MEFF, SEHK, 
ASX.

No carrying costs, no minimum ticket fees.

  Contract Options 

Contract Options are available on multiple assets 

•  Stock Indices: DAX, EUROSTOXX, FTSE, CAC, SMI, AEX, 
S&P500, NASDAQ, Dow Jones, ASX, HSI   

• Commodities: Agricultural, Metals and Energies  

• Interest Rates: STIRs, Gilt, Bund, Bobl, Schatz  

• Currencies crosses: EURUSD, GBPUSD, other majors

No carrying costs, no minimum ticket fees. 

  Futures

More than 200 contracts on agriculture, energy, metals, currencies, 
interest rates and stock indices are available on live market prices 
from over 22 Futures exchanges. 

  Bonds

Offline	trading	available	on	a	wide	selection	of	Bonds	including	
sovereign, government and corporate bond. 
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IT System Overview

INTERNET

SAXO BANK

Trading ServersB.O. Server
Databases

Trading Data*

(Sales Station)

(*No WLC customer detail storage)

CHAT

END CUSTOMER

White Label Branded platforms:
SaxoTrader for Desktop, Web and Mobile

 Trading Installation & Upgrade

(*End customer details)

WL CLIENT 

Saxo Bank Operational Tools Own Systems*
SAXO TOOLS
WL STAFF TRADER
ALLOCATION TOOL
SALES STATION
WEBCONNECT

CRM
BACK-OFFICE

SPECIAL INTEGRATION
(Optional)

Single Sign-on
APIs (Funding, account data, 
leads) 

END - of- Day Reports
Commission Reports
Trade Event Notifications

REPORTS

Saxo	 Bank	 safeguards	 clients’	 trading	 with	 proprietary	 and	 industry-standard	 security	 measures	 like	 firewalls,	 web	 and	 email	
gateways, vulnerability scanning, penetration testing and patch management.

We continuously update our software to identify and address any possible security weakness.

 

3 Solution and System Overview 

WHITE LABEL SET-UP

IT solution 
The solution enables White Labels to enter into online trading 
at minimal cost as little or no new IT infrastructure investment 
is required. Integration requirements with White Labels’ own 
existing risk and settlement systems are minimal, as all the risk 
management features are handled by Saxo Bank.

Administration Interface 
From a systems, perspective White Labels will be provided 
with a suite of tools to support the daily interaction with 
customers. The main tools provided are the white labelled 
versions of the SaxoTrader (includes block trading capability) 
and the administrative tools Online WebConnect and Client 
Configuration Manager. 

To support the front-end systems, Saxo Bank facilitates all 
dealings with exchanges and liquidity providers. 

Hosting
To support uninterrupted and secure trading and data storage, 
Saxo Bank hosts the platform in a server environment fully 
equipped with backup capacity and contingency planning that is 
reviewed and updated regularly. 

Furthermore, Saxo Bank hosts all servers for charting, pricing, back 
office and margin, enabling a quick time to market and minimum 
future need for investment in upgrades and maintenance of 
system. 

System Capacity
The capacity of Saxo Bank’s systems is evaluated regularly to 
ensure sufficient system capacity to handle trading workload. 
The system capacity is adjusted to include significant buffers to 
enable uninterrupted operation during extreme trading activity. 
Additional investments in system capacity are undertaken when 
deemed necessary.
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Reliable Hosting and IT Services

High Availability
Saxo Bank’s IT systems are serviced out of two separately  located 
data centers running in an active-active mode allowing high 
availability as well as automatic and seamless failover. 

Market connectivity and data feeds are supported by redundant 
connections just as all data, be it clients, orders or trades are 
mirrored in real-time between the two data centers.

Scalability
In order to support a continuous increase in customers and  client 
trading activity, Saxo Bank’s systems run on load-balanced server 
farms and are built to scale horizontally. In addition Saxo Bank’s 
servers are scaled with ample headroom to cater for peak activity.

Housing
Saxo Bank uses state-of-the-art data centers in Denmark for 
housing of IT systems. The data centers are fully equipped with 
contemporary environmental security measures and operate 
resilient physical security procedures. The data centers undergo 
yearly external audits.

Incident Management
Saxo Bank constantly monitors all IT systems. Incidents 
are  handled according to Saxo Bank’s internal policies and 
procedures, and the procedures are subject to both internal 
and external audits. Saxo Bank has business continuity and IT 
continuity plans in place in case of a declared emergency or 
disaster. The plans are tested on a continuous basis. 

Development
Saxo Bank’s IT development procedures follow international ly 
 acknowledged practices and standards. Saxo Bank follows formal 
requirements for testing, releasing and/or  conducting changes 
to the IT environment. IT development projects are constantly 
under stringent supervision to ensure that development projects 
comply with Saxo Bank’s policies and  procedures.

IT Compliance
Saxo Bank operates in compliance with internal policies as well 
as external regulatory requirements. Saxo Bank undergoes 
a yearly external audit under the ISAE3402 audit standard; 
amongst	 other	 specific	 IT	 areas,	 the	 audit	 entails	 	assurance	
of change management, access management, data backup, 
 incident management and technical security. 

To support risk and compliance efforts, Saxo Bank has a 
dedicated IT Governance, Risk and Compliance department that 
is responsible for IT risk and compliance within Saxo Bank’s  IT 
organisation.

Data Center 3
London

Data Center 1
Denmark

Data Center 2
Denmark

Price feeds
External providers

SAXO BANK

Trading ServersB.O. Server
Databases

Trading Data*

SAXO BANK

Trading ServersB.O. Server
Databases

Trading Data*
(*No WLC customer detail storage)

Internet
WL CLIENT 

Saxo Bank Operational Tools
CLIENT CONFIGURATOIN MANAGER
WL STAFF TRADER
ALLOCATION TOOL
SALES STATION
WEBCONNECT

END CUSTOMER

White Label Branded platforms:
SaxoTrader for Desktop, Web and Mobile

(*No WLC customer detail storage)

HOSTING
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End-of-Day files
End-of-Day	(EOD)	files	are	flat/text	files,	sampling	all	parameters	
of all trading/account activity during the past 24 trading hours.
The	files	can	be	imported	into	a	SQL	database	where	they	can	be	
processed	and	used	to	update	White	Label	back-office	systems	
and business intelligence tools.

End-of-Day	files	can	be	delivered	via	an	FTP	drop	box,	which	is	
either set up on the White Label side or at Saxo, as pull or push. 
End-of-Day	files	can	be	delivered	in	XML,	textual	formats	(CSV,	
with various delimiters) and HTML. The most common format is 
CSV.	The	files	can	be	encrypted	if	required.	

Client Configuration ManagerAPI
The	Client	Configuration	Manager	(CCM)	API	allows	the	White	
Label to create live accounts and perform cash transactions to 
and from customers’ accounts and integrate the functionality 
into the White Label’s existing customer systems. Furthermore, 
the API allows the White Label to request current account data, 
such as open positions, net exposure, cash balance and margin 
required. 

The API is based on the SOAP Web Service protocol using XML. 
The communication between the White Label and the CCM API 
is encrypted using Secure Socket Layer (SSL). An X509 client 
certificate	 (pfx	 file)	 provided	 by	 Saxo	 Bank	 is	 used	 along	with	
username and password to establish the identity of the White 
Label.

Lead Registration API
The Lead Registration API can be used as an alternative to the 
JavaScript sign-up form. The Lead Registration API allows the 
White Label to create demo accounts in the demo trading 
environment. This enables the White Label to integrate lead 
functionality and process into their own CRM system in an 
efficient	way.

Saxo Bank’s Lead Registration Web Service solution is based on 
Microsoft ASMX Web Services. The communication between 
the White Label and the Lead Registration API is not encrypted, 
but requires a username, password and unique ID generated by 
Saxo Bank.

Trade Event Notification Service
The	 Trade	 Event	 Notification	 Service	 (TENS)	 is	 a	 real-time	
supplement	 to	 the	 End-of-Day	files.	 TENS	provides	 the	White	
 Label with real-time messages for positions, orders, funding and 
 margin calls, and enables the White Label to cater for regulatory 
service	 alerts	 to	 end-customers	 and	 resolve	 specific	 reporting	
and reconciliation tasks.

The TENS messages can be delivered via an FTP drop box or  
 e-mail in XML format, via SWIFT or FIX protocol.

Federated Single Sign-on
The Federated Single Sign-on (FSSO) solution is a framework 
which allows the White Label to insource the process of 
 authentication of its end-users, so that local legislations and 
other special requirements to the authentication process can be 
met. The solution also provides a seamless integration between 
the White Label portal and Saxo Bank applications, so that 
the White Label’s end-users are allowed to go from the White 
 Label’s portal to the Saxo Bank application and back without 
logging in more than once.

The FSSO solution builds on SAML v 2.0 standard supporting the 
web	browser	profile	with	 the	 request	and	 response	 	messages	
via HTTP post bindings. All communication between the end-
customer and Saxo Bank is done via the end-user’s browser. 
The end-user’s session with Saxo Bank FSSO is completely 
 independent from any sessions with the White Label’s portal.

Multiple Integration Points

Key to Saxo Bank’s White Label offer is its ease of integration into the White Label’s own infrastructure, allowing White Labels to 
present a single face and seamless experience to their customers.
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Account Structures and Funding

Account Structure Overview 

As a part of the White Label Solution, Saxo Bank creates an accounts structure to maintain and manage the Saxo Bank-White Label 
relationship and the underlying White Label customer accounts.

The account structure is set up as an ownership hierarchy, where the top-level can have various subordinates (owners) consisting of 
(sub) accounts or (client’s) counterparts. The accounts under the top level owner are referred to as proprietary accounts, whereas 
accounts under client counterparts are referred to as clients’ accounts. The aggregate of all accounts is referred to as the omnibus.

Omnibus Account
The Omnibus Account is the principal account held by the White 
Label Client  with Saxo Bank. The Omnibus Account reports the 
net collateral, any amounts awaiting posting for options traded, 
exposures,	margin	requirements,	unrealised	profit	and	loss	and	
the net free equity arising from the combined value of the 
trading activities of all customers at any given time. 

The Funding Account 
The Funding Account(s) is used to facilitate the funding and 
withdrawals of any notional or real margin collateral to the 
accounts of the underlying customers. 

Furthermore, the margin collateral held by the White Label  Client 
with Saxo Bank at any given time in support of the entire trading 
engagement under the White Label agreement, will be booked 
into the Funding Account. The White Label Client may choose 
to place collateral in different currencies. The Funding Accounts 
will	be	denominated	in	specified	currencies	accordingly.

Interest Account 
The Interest Account is used for booking any interest payable or 
receivable by the White Label Client according to the interest terms 
agreed. The interest is calculated daily and is settled monthly within 
seven business days after the end of each calendar month.

Commission Account
The Commission Account is used for booking any commissions 
payable or receivable by the White Label Client. The calculated 
commission is booked on the Commission Account on a daily basis.

Trading account 
Combined with the Allocation Tool, the Trading Account allows
the White Label Client’s employees to perform trading on behalf 
of multiple underlying customers via block trading. Access to 
the Trading Account can be granted to one or several dealers
according to the White Labels’ request.

Error Account
Any incorrectly traded position on underlying customers’ 
accounts performed by the White Label’s employees can be 
transferred to the Error Account. Any exposure or negative cash 
balance on the Error Account should be managed by the White 
Label.

ACCOUNT STRUCTURE EXAMPLE
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Collateral
The following assets are means to fund the relationship with 
Saxo Bank:

• Cash
• Bank Guarantee
• Bonds
• Stocks
• Risk line (credit and trading line)

If collateral other than Cash is preferred, this will be discussed 
during the contract negotiations.

Collateral management
As cash transfers are not accessible instantly, an additional cash 
buffer should be maintained to offset the number of days that 
a payment is in transit. Transit time will vary based on banking 
relation, geographic location and currency cut-off times 
including local holidays. 

Effectively, the adequate funding level is equal to:
• Margin requirement end-of-day day 0;
•  Plus anticipated changes in account value and margin 

requirement during the next trading day (from day T0 to day 
T1); 

•  Plus changes in account value and margin requirement 
during the next trading period, until initial payment is 
received (T1 to Tn)

Custody
Saxo Bank primarily uses its global custodian for securities 
except	 for	a	 few	exchanges	where	 local	 conditions	call	 for	 it.  	
The global custodian is currently Citibank. 

Saxo Bank holds client securities segregated from its proprietary 
securities with all its custodians. 

Contractual settlement
Contractual settlement means payment and delivery related to 
a securities trade. Unless otherwise agreed, the settlement date 
is the third exchange day after the trading day. The settlement 
day is also the value/interest-rate date.

When a client purchases securities, Saxo Bank will book the 
settlement amount from the client’s account on trade day to 
reserve the funds for the actual settlement of securities. This 
means that the client obtains the title of right to the securities 
provided on trade date and that Saxo Bank takes the risk of any 
settlement failures.

The same applies when a client sells securities to Saxo Bank, 
where Saxo Bank will book funds into the client’s account on 
trade date and Saxo Bank takes over the title of right to the 
security on trade date.

Depository banks
Saxo Bank generally only uses top tier banks with an investment 
grade	credit	rating.	The	five	largest	depository	limits	granted	to	
the Bank by its Board of Directors include; ANZ, Danske Bank, 
Deutsche Bank, HSBC and UBS.

Funding Models and Custody

Counterparty risk will vary depending on the chosen funding, as well as products traded. Whereas Saxo Bank prefers its clients to 
place cash as collateral for trading, alternative collateral assets may be considered as a supplement to or instead of cash.
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4 Customer and Account Administration

Lead and Customer Account Administration

Saxo Bank provides a range of tools allowing White Labels to manage and control their customers with limited involvement required from 
Saxo Bank. 

With Saxo Tools, White Labels can view and edit their business setups, such as trading conditions, lead sign-up, accounts, users, cash 
transfers	and	End-of-Day	files	in	a	simple	web	application.

Saxo Tools applies to both simulation and live environments with different attributes.

Lead Sign-Up - Simulation
To subscribe for a simulation account, Saxo Bank offers a system 
allowing	White	 Labels	 to	manage	 the	 leads’	 sign-up	flow.	This	
includes a javascript, implemented on the White Label’s own 
 corporate website. The script generates a sign-up form and a 
confirmation	 email,	which	 is	 easy	 to	modify	 and	 translate	 into	
local languages. As soon as a lead registration is completed, the 
system	automatically	generates	notifications	for	the	White	Label	
to proceed with sales activities.

Branded Simulation Platforms
A branded simulation version of the trading platforms mirrors 
the functionality, supported asset classes, live prices and trading 
conditions of the live trading environment. 

The branded simulation platforms are fully functional platforms, 
on which leads trade with simulated funds to test the speed of 
execution, learn to trade available products or try out a new 
trading strategy with no risk. 

Branded simulation accounts can be accessed from multiple 
 devices allowing the leads to trade at their convenience.

Advanced Administration Tools (Saxo Tools)

Lead Sign-Up
The	Lead	Sign-up	module	allows	the	White	Label	to	configure	and	
maintain an online lead capture solution consisting of a Sign-up 
Form,	Confirmation	Page,	Welcome	Email	and	Lead	Notification	
Email.

Trading Conditions
The	Trading	Conditions	module	allows	White	Labels	to	configure	
and maintain the look and feel of a range of widgets that contain 
the White Label customised trading conditions. The widgets can 
be embedded on the White Label’s website using Java scripts and 
can be used in simulation and live environments.

Manage Users
The Manage Users module allows the White Label to grant 
	specific	 limited	access	 for	account	creation,	approval	of	new	
 set-ups, funds transfers and other functions.

Saxo	Bank	provides	a	complete	set-up	for	the	White	Label	to	manage	a	lead	generation	flow	allowing	leads	to	experience	the	power	
of the trading platforms with a simulation account. The system provides tools for the White Label to identify and communicate with 
the leads to increase the chances of converting the leads to trading customers with live accounts. 

Simulation Online WebConnect
Simulation Online WebConnect provides access to real-time lead 
data such as exposure, positions and orders for all  leads using the 
branded simulation trading platforms.  Simulation Online Web-
Connect provides the same functionality for real-time data as the 
live version.

The White Label utilises the “Who is Online” functionality to iden-
tify the leads while they are online or monitor individual leads’ 
account summary, trades and exposure.

Demo Sales Station
The demo Sales Station allows the White Label to contact leads 
that are online and using the branded simulation platforms. 

The Sales Station allows White Labels to communicate with leads 
trading on the simulation platforms and to broadcast market 
news or other trading-related information.
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SAXO TOOLS

ACCOUNT SET-UP & TRADING 
TERMS TEMPLATES 

STANDARD SET-UPS * 

Sub-owner structures 3

Commissions groups 5

Margin call groups 2

Interest profiles 2 

Margin requirements groups 2

CFD financing costs 2

Forward profile 1

Currency cut 1

*		Additional	 account	 set-ups	 can	be	 created	 subject	 to	 specific	 agreement	 and	

business needs

Client Configuration Manager 
White	 Labels	 use	Client	Configuration	Manager	 (CCM)	 to	 set-up	
and modify customers, accounts and users. CCM grants full 
	flexibility	and	control	for	setting	access	terms,	distributing	funds	
and generating passwords.

White	Labels	can	define	trading	terms	for	their	customer	segments	
by account size, volumes and traded instruments. Differentiated 
trading terms are implemented in CCM based on templates. The 
templates ensure customer set-ups are completed according 
to	 pre-defined	 terms	 derived	 from	 agreed	 commission	 groups,	
	margin	 call	 groups,	 interest	 profiles	 and	 margin	 	requirement	
groups. See the below list of variables to be set in the templates.

Account Structures
The Account Structure is created to best meet the needs of White 
Labels to differentiate their offering across regions or customer 
segments. The setup is composed of an owner (the White Label) 
with counterparts (the White Label’s customers). A White Label 
can have up to 3 levels of owners. 

Each owner level in the White Label account structure can 
 create designated customer trading accounts. The client trading 
	accounts	 will	 reflect	 all	 the	 relevant	 trading	 activities	 of	 the	
 designated customer.
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End-of-Day Files
White	 Labels	 can	 access	 their	 End-of-Day	 file	 subscriptions	 or	
	request	End-of-Day	files	for	specific	periods.	Saxo	Bank	will	then	
deliver	the	report	to	a	predefined	delivery	address.			
 

Cash and Securities Transfer
The transfer of cash and client securities can be initiated for mul-
tiple customers’ accounts with the use of Saxo Bank’s transfer 
module. Both cash and securities can be moved to and from the 
customer accounts.
 



Block Trading and Allocation     
The Allocation Tool enables the White Label Client to execute block trades on behalf of its customers. It is instant, self-manageable 
and applicable across all products. With the Allocation Tool, the full allocation process is handled without manual involvement from 
Saxo Bank. 

The Trade Allocation Tool is an integrated part of the White Label staff’s platform and gives an automated allocation service that 
enables	block	trading	on	behalf	of	multiple	customers	with	one	click.	Trades	as	well	as	orders	are	instantly	reflected	on	customer	
accounts.	Access	to	the	Allocation	Tool	for	the	White	Label’s	employees	is	granted	via	Client	Configuration	Management	(CCM).	

The	Trade	Allocation	Tool	offers	the	following	key	benefits	and	features:

ALLOCATION TOOL

Risk Management 
Risk management is secured through instant margin checks on 
each customer account at execution. The dealer can choose to 
have the block trade size automatically reduced or alternatively 
cancel	the	entire	order	in	case	of	insufficient	margin.	Furthermore,	
a margin pre-check functionality shows the margin impact on 
each customer account before execution. This minimises risk 
and ensures that no trades are left unallocated. 

Set-Up and Administration of Allocation Keys 
The set-up and administration of allocation keys is done by the 
White Label’s dealers via the platform or via Online WebConnect. 
Multiple keys can be saved for different trading strategies or 
customer groups. 

Overview of Allocated Trades 
The Allocation Summary gives an overview of trades and a 
breakdown of the allocation distribution. Via the “Close” 
function, exposure can be easily closed across multiple clients.

Automated Allocation via Rules 
Pre-defined	 rules	 can	 be	 saved	 to	 make	 the	 allocation	 fully	
automated. The system automatically selects the allocation key 
and	allocates	the	trade	based	on	the	defined	rules.	

Position Build-Up 
Dealers can build up larger positions by aggregating several 
smaller trades. The trades are automatically merged into one 
trade by the system.
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Sales Station is enabled for authorised dealers and allows 
broadcast of information to groups of customers. All 
communication activity via Sales Station is recorded and can be 
viewed in real time in the Activity Log.  
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Portfolio Management and Reporting Tool

The solution includes:

• Model based portfolio creation and rebalancing
•  Compliance rules enforcement through pre/post trade checks
•  Can add bespoke products and accounts 
 (at other brokerages)
• Simulation module (what if scenarios)
• Risk, performance and attribution analytics
• PDF reporting for end customers
• HTML5 end customer portal
• Built in CRM and dashboards to manage clients

Best Execution
With	our	aggregated	liquidity	from	Tier-1-banks	and	access	to	over	80	trading	venues	across	the	globe,	you	benefit	from	real-time	
prices and precision execution. Our direct access to the markets you wish to trade in results in lower commissions and fees, and 
allows us to offer fast, reliable and fair execution with low slippage. 

Saxo	Bank	offers	precise	execution,	so	you	can	rely	on	trades	being	filled	with	optimal	accuracy	and	low	slippage	rates.

Algo Trading  
Algorithmic orders allow traders to execute large orders on one 
or many exchanges including access to dark pools through our 
SmartDark order type while minimising market impact.

Saxo Bank’s Algo Trading covers the major stock exchanges in 
Europe and the US. 

Algorithmic orders offer a range of strategies that achieve 
this,	 each	 strategy	 having	 a	 different	 goal	 and	 set	 of	 specific	
parameters. Saxo Bank offers algo order types such as Iceberg, 
Reload, VWAP, Implementation Shortfall and US Pre-market limit.

Smart Order Routing 
Saxo Bank gives you access to Multilateral Trading Facilities 
(MTFs) for added liquidity, such as Chi-X Europe, Turquoise and 
other dark pools. 

Front to back integration with Saxo Bank from trade 
processing	 to	 EOD	 back	 office	 integration,	 reducing	 your	
need	for	operational	support,	IT	and	back	office	integration.

Saxo Portfolio Manager is a web based solution fully integrated 
with the trading platform and available for White Labels with 
wealth management business. The solution is available on 
request and subject to a licensing fee. 

The	Saxo	Portfolio	Manager	is	a	complete	front	office	solution	for	wealth	managers.

The Sales Station allows the White Label Clients to:

•  Communicate with and support customers 
• Engage with multiple customers simultaneously 
•	 	Customise	 specific	 lists	 of	 customers	 and	 define	 special	

 interests (to support future communication) 
•  Broadcast trading recommendations or market updates to 

predefined	customer	groups	
•  Improve sales efforts targeting online demo users by  engaging 

these prospects while they test the platform 

Platform Integrated Broadcasting and Chat
Sales Station is an application allowing the White Label Client  to communicate with Saxo Bank’s Client Trading Services Desk as 
well as with the end-customers. 



Saxo Bank will handle all End-of-Day processes and will 
reconcile all positions in all tradable asset classes by New 
York close (5 PM EDT). After completion of the reconciliation, 
the White Labels will receive a set of end-of-day (EOD) files. 

As a part of the End-of-Day processing, Saxo Bank produces 
customer reports viewable online for both the White Label and its 
customers.

Tom/Next Rollover

All open FX positions held overnight will be rolled over to a new 
Value Date on a Tom/Next basis. 

As part of the Tom/Next rollover operation, positions are  subject 
to	a	debit	or	credit	interest	rate	revaluation	to	reflect	the		position	
being rolled over to a new Value Date. The rollover debit or 
credit is the sum of “Swap Points” interest on any unrealised 
profits	or	losses.	The	Swap	Points	used	are	based	on	swap	feed	
from a Tier 1 bank with a mark-up plus an interest component 
for any unrealised P/L on the position based on the same  interest 
rate feed. 

CFD Financing Costs 

As	CFDs	are	a	margined	product,	end-customers	will	finance	the	
traded value through an overnight credit/debit charge. When 
the customer holds a CFD overnight (i.e. have an open CFD 
position at close of market on the stock exchange or 17:00 New 
York Time) the CFD position will consequently be subject to a 
credit or a debit.

If the CFD position is opened and closed within one trading day, 
the customer will not be subject to these credits/debits.

Account Interest 

Based on the interest agreement between Saxo Bank and the 
White Label Client, Saxo Bank will calculate and apply the 
 relevant interest on the Omnibus level on a monthly basis, in 
arrears, and report the interest calculated to the White Label. 

Furthermore, Saxo Bank can assist in allocating  interest on the 
individual accounts, and this amount will be  taken from the 
 Interest Account and booked to the designated customer(s) 
 accounts, if requested by the White Label Client. 

Commission Charges 

Saxo Bank’s systems support multiple pricing structures for 
	end-	customers.	White	Label	predefined	pricing	(commission)	is	
 applied to each individual account and booked on a daily basis.
   
All remuneration will be booked into the designated commission 
account	 and	 a	monthly	 report	 reflecting	 all	 the	 remuneration	
calculations will be sent to the White Label for reconciliation. 

Corporate Actions 

Saxo Bank handles corporate actions on supported  exchanges 
and these will be processed and booked on the customer 
 account automatically. The trading platform handles voluntary 
elections of Corporate Actions online. 

Saxo Bank’s systems send information whenever a corporate 
action has been booked and handle bookings according to the 
customers’ holdings. The election of voluntary corporate actions 
events appears as a popup alerting the customers that they have 
a new voluntary event that needs attention. 

The functionality of electing events on behalf of customers is also 
supported by the system. A complete list of ongoing voluntary 
events is available for the White Label Client’s use. 

Stock Transfers

Saxo Bank can facilitate transfers of stocks to and from customer 
accounts with Saxo Bank. The White Label Client will have the 
possibility to do bulk or individual stock transfers to Saxo Bank, 
via security transfer request. 

End-of-Day Processing  
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Custody Fees
 
Stocks
A custody fee for stock positions applies to all accounts with 
less than two trades per month. If a minimum of two trades per 
month are made from an account, the custody fees for stocks 
will be waived automatically.

The custody fee for stocks will be calculated and charged on a 
monthly basis. For customers with more than one account, each 
account will be treated individually and the fee will be waived 
on each account with two or more monthly trades. The stocks 
custody fee will apply to the average value of the stock holdings 
throughout the month.

Any two trades will count towards the minimum regardless of 
the asset class and size of the trade. 

Bonds
The custody fee is charged quarterly (using the closing price on 
the last trading day of each quarter), or on exit from the Bond 
position where the client will be subject to the fraction of the 
quarterly fee for which they have held the Bond. A list of all 
Bonds available as collateral for margin trading can be viewed 
under Bonds Trading Conditions in the trading platforms.

All custody fees include Value Added Tax (VAT)/Sales Tax where 
applicable.

Market Data Fees

For	 financial	 institutions	 that	 provide	 exchange	 data	 to	 their	
 customers (CFDs, Stocks and Futures), Saxo Bank maintains 
the contractual relationship and infrastructure to the relevant 
 exchanges and streaming news providers. 

To support the data subscriptions and fees applicable for real-
time data charged by the exchanges, an online subscription tool 
is available in the trading platforms. 

By default, customers have access to delayed market data on 
the Equities and Futures exchanges on which they are enabled 
to trade. To receive real-time market data, customers will have 
to subscribe to the individual exchanges. 

Saxo Bank’s systems automatically book the monthly subscription 
fees for that data the customers elect to receive in real-time.
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Integrated Back-Office and Risk Manage-
ment with Online WebConnect

Online WebConnect is an advanced risk management and 
reporting tool that  facilitates the continuous, real-time monitoring 
and management of customer trading accounts. It is a web-based 
tool with viewing access only. 

The tool can be used to perform risk management, to monitor 
overall exposure on the Omnibus structure or on individual 
customer accounts and to monitor all  activities – such as trading, 
connection activity or dealer chat – on  customer accounts. 

The Online WebConnect functionality is available on both demo 
and live trading accounts. 

Online WebConnect comes with the following features:

Activity Log 
Full activity log for all (trading-related) activities including: chat, trades, 
orders, executions, broadcasting, login and status information.

End-of-Day Files to Automate and Fulfill 
White Label Reporting Requirements

On	the	basis	of	Saxo	Bank’s	End-of-Day	files,	White	Labels	can	
generate reporting required by management and regulatory 
authorities. 

The	End-of-Day	files	are	a	summary	of	all	customers’	activities	
performed	during	the	trade	day.	Most	of	the	files	are	generated	
on a weekly, monthly, quarterly basis or upon request.

All	 reports	 are	 provided	 in	 flat	 raw	 data	 files,	 which	 can	 be	
imported	 into	 the	 White	 Label’s	 own	 back	 office	 system,	
management reporting system or CRM system.

Approximately	 50	 different	 End-of-Day	 files	 are	 available	 to	
support the White Label in building reports on an overall and 
on a client-by-client level for various business purposes, such as 
Trading and Compliance.

Saxo	Bank’s	End-of-Day	files	has	been	integrated	with	market-
leading	back-office	systems	of	several	of	our	White	Labels.
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EMIR Reporting of Derivatives 

EMIR requires that all derivatives trades between institutional 
clients established in the European Economic Area (“EEA”) must 
be reported. 

In addition, all trades between Saxo Bank’s White Labels and 
their corporate clients must also be reported as White Labels 
act as principals towards their end-clients, while simultaneously 
entering into matching contracts with Saxo Bank on a principal 
to principal basis, resulting in two separate trades. 

Saxo Bank offers to perform the reporting on your behalf of all 
relevant and required derivatives trades as mentioned.

If  White Labels choose to enter a trade reporting solution 
with Saxo Bank, the White Label will comply with the EMIR 
reporting requirements and will not have to build its own costly 
infrastructure to cater for the trade reporting; neither will the 
White Label have to connect directly with a trade repository. 

Saxo Bank also ensures proper generation and allocation of 
Unique Trade IDs (UTIs) and Unique Product IDs (UPIs) on 
reported trades. 



Account Summary 
The Account Summary includes real-time details of the sum 
value of the customer’s trading account, including the individual 
components making up this value. The system will automatically 
calculate the margin and handle stop-outs.

Risk Monitoring
WebConnect provides a total list of customers and a risk 
management tool to monitor the overall and individual customer 
real-time risk and margin situation.

Periodic Investment Report
The Periodic Investment report is accessible via Online 
WebConnect and can also be made available on the SaxoTrader 
for Desktop on request. 

The report provides White Label customers with a snapshot view 
of their account performance by month, quarter or year on the 
following criteria:

•  Account summary
•  Product summary
•		 Cash	flow	
•  Performance (Time-weighted)
•  Products 
•  Trading costs 
•   Management and Performance Fees (applicable for 

customers with managed accounts)  
•  Prices and rates, end of period

ONLINE WEBCONNECT
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Search Tools 
WebConnect is equipped with a number of search features, 
 including:
• Customer search 
•  Broker journal 
•  Customer connection history 
•   Risk management search based on customer, instrument or 

margin	profile	
•   Risk management overview of customer value, margin 

 utilisation and available funds for trading 
•  Order search 
•  Position exposure search

Other Reports 
Online WebConnect shows all customer information and a range 
of standard reporting that can be retrieved from the system.
•  Open orders 
•  Trading conditions 
•  Interest rates 
•  Subscription billing history 
•  Trades booked 
•  Trades executed 
•  Share dividends 
•  Bond coupon payments 
•  Financial statement 
•  Trade corrections 
•  Forex rollovers 
•  Account exposure 
•  Historical cash transactions 
• Account statement
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Relationship Management 

Relationship Manager 
The Relationship Manager will be the main point of contact for 
all day-to-day interactions on general and tactical questions on 
set-up and business development.  The Relationship Manager 
is	 typically	 located	 in	 a	 local	 office	 providing	 experience	
and knowledge in local banking and compliance matters. 
Furthermore, a point of contact in Saxo Bank Headquarter will 
be in place to support the relationship as required.

Sales Trading    
The Sales Trading team provides White Labels with trade-related 
support including trade errors and trade-related complaints, 
margin queries and trade-related reporting.

Institutional Center          
Our Institutional Center handles White Label on-boarding and 
project management, branding and customisation of the trading 
platform(s),	 set-up	 and	 configuration	 of	 the	 account	 structure	
and	configuration	of	products	and	pricing.

Cash Management  
The Cash Management team is responsible for transfers to/from 
the White Label Saxo Bank accounts vs. the White Label’s own 
bank accounts. 

Equity Operations  
The equity operations team handles support on stock transfers 
to/from customer accounts.

Corporate Actions handling and bookings are also done by 
the equity operational team who will ensure that corporate 
action events are booked to the customer’s account and where 
applicable allow the customer to make an election on upcoming 
corporate action events.

IT Business Support (ITBS)           
ITBS is responsible for monitoring systems, manage and resolve 
IT incidents and issue IT incident communication to White Labels. 
ITBS has no direct contact to the White Label and will escalate 
IT- related issues to the White Label Relationship Manager who 
will then notify the White Label.

Service Center   
Saxo Bank’s Service Center is a central team handling second level 
support to the White Labels. Service Center support includes staff 
activation,	issue	escalation,	firewall	and	login	technical	support,	
reporting queries, cash management and account activation.

Case Management System        
The Case Management system is used to manage service-related 
issues between the White Label and Saxo Bank. It enables the 
White Label to report cases directly to the relevant department 
within Saxo Bank without interaction with the Relationship 
Manager or Service Center.

The system allows the user to follow the progress of the reported 
cases, edit cases and provide additional information on the cases 
directly in the system. 

The Case Management System has quick-links for the most 
commonly created cases, technical information on current IT 
problems and a FAQ which displays self-help articles that are 
used to provide faster response times to the White Label’s own 
customer queries.

The system is typically used to report cases regarding:

• Trading platform errors
• Operational tools
• Sales and marketing tools
• Trading-related errors
• Technical errors
• Contractual changes

IT and Operational Support 



Sales and Marketing Support

Saxo Bank provides a range of marketing materials, tools and events 
to help the White Labels market their online trading business. 

Institutional Marketing Portal 
The Institutional Marketing Portal is used to share best practice 
from Saxo Bank and existing White Labels. It also presents a 
wide range of sales and marketing materials and tools:

• Products materials (Sales Kits, product training videos)
• Platform videos to promote the platforms
•  Platform Tutorials to coach White Label’s employees and 

their customers
• Content for website, imagery and widgets
• Website optimisation tools and techniques
• Marketing campaigns

White Label Seminars
Saxo Bank hosts annual seminars aimed at Senior Executives or 
Sales & Marketing professionals. 

For both audiences, we provide an opportunity for our White 
Label clients to network with peers and professionals from other 
banks and brokerages, share experience, discuss challenges and 
brainstorm about possible solutions.

The events focus on equipping White Labels with insights, tools 
and ideas to help drive revenue and growth covering topics such 
as latest industry trends, new product releases and platform 
enhancements and White Label success stories.

White Label Newsletters
In addition to the regular contact with the account manager, 
Saxo Bank’s monthly newsletters ensure that White Labels 
are always up to date on what Saxo Bank is about to launch. 
The newsletters cover new products and exchanges, platform 
enhancements and operational and margin changes.
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Performance Dashboard
The Performance Dashboard is an ‘Out of the Box’ Business 
Intelligence solution that Saxo Bank provides to White Label 
Clients for business monitoring and analysis. It is an online 
interface that allows the White Label Client to access insights 
on their earnings, traded volumes, assets under management 
and client acquisition. Earnings and volumes are broken down 
on a product level. Timeframes are adjustable, allowing data 
comparison with other sources or ad hoc analysis.

The Performance Dashboard also provides insights on the client 
portfolio, and displays performance and lifecycle information 
down to an individual client level. 

Targets can be applied, which makes monitoring of business 
performance easier. White Label Clients can also apply their own 
levels for client segmentation, so the criteria match the portfolio 
composition.

The main features are:

• Business Performance
 ∙  Development in earnings by product and client segments
 ∙ Development in volumes/lots by product
 ∙ Development in client activity (trading clients)

• Acquisition
 ∙  Development in demo sign-ups, new funded clients and 

new trading clients
 ∙ Development in closing and trading rates
 ∙	 Avg./Total	first	funding
 ∙	 Avg.	/	Total	earnings	30	first	days

• Portfolio Management
 ∙ Monitoring of trading activity across portfolio
 ∙ Segmentation of clients on trading activity and products
 ∙ Segmentation of clients on AUM and Earnings
 ∙  Slicing of client portfolio to identify target groups and 

 extract data for e.g. campaigns

DASHBOARDS

Active Customer

Non Trading Customer

Dormant Customer

Inactive Customer

Never Trading Customer

Funded Customer

Never Funded Customer

Approved Customer

Trade executed on Customer’s account, within 90 days; an open position or a placed order are not enough.

No trade executed on Customer’s accounts within 90 days. The Customer may have an open position, a placed order or may have re-funded one of his accounts recently. He can trade and has already traded.

No trade executed on Customer’s accounts within 180 days. The Customer may have an open position, a placed order or may have re-funded one of his accounts recently. He can trade and has already traded.

The Customer has no more access to the trading platforms. 1. In the past, the Customer had access to a trading platform; he has been a Funded or Active Customer. 2. If the Customer is granted new access to a trading 
platform, his new state will be calculated according to his last trading or funding date.

The Customer has first-funded at least one of his accounts more than 20 days ago, but he has not executed a trade on any of his accounts. He can trade.

The Customer has not executed a first trade yet. The Customer has first funded one of his accounts. Funded means that: 1. He has transferred funds which have been booked on one of his accounts. 2. The Customer 
can trade. 3. If the minimum amount required has not been transferred, the Customer is not able to trade and doesn’t become a funded Customer.

The Customer has been due-diligence approved for more than 30 days but has funded none of his accounts. He cannot trade.

The Customer has been due diligence approved within 30 days, he cannot trade yet. He has funded none of his accounts yet.
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Customer Lifecycle 
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Customer Performance - All products traded overview  
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Customer Performance 
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Time	to	market	is	a	core	benefit	of	Saxo	Bank’s	White	Label	Solution.	Based	on	experience,	a	standard	White	Label	Solution	can	be	
configured	and	launched	1-3	months	after	contracts	have	been	signed.	An	expert	team	will	drive	the	configuration	and	support	
implementation within your organisation.

STAGE 2

STAGE JOINT CREATION OF BUSINESS PLAN

• Development of business plan
• Establishment of financial targets

1
AGREEMENTS AND DUE DILIGENCE

• Agreements and SLAs
• Mutual Due Diligence

STAGE DESIGN SOLUTION

• Design and solution branding
• Design of support model  
• Design of marketing model 
• Planning of launch activities

3

CONFIGURATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

• Configuration of pricing
• Integration of reporting
• Implementation of support model
• Implementation of marketing model
• Implementation of operational processes 

TEST AND TRAIN

• Training in tools, platforms and products
• Test of the implemented processes on White Label side
• Onboard first customer (soft launch)
• Transition support

COMMERCIAL LAUNCH

• Hyper care from Saxo Bank
• Launch activities
• Post-launch evaluation and business development planning

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

STAGE 6

POST-LAUNCH SUPPORT

• Dedicated Relationship Management
• Ongoing IT and Operational Support
• Sales and Marketing Support

STAGE 7

9	 On-boarding	Stages	

A White Label on-boarding project involves the following stages:
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Saxo	Bank’s	mission	is	simple:	to	be	the	world’s	most	profitable	and	professional	facilitator	in	the	global	financial	markets.	

We enable Institutional Clients and their customers to trade FX, CFDs, ETFs, Stocks, Futures, Options and other derivatives via three 
award-winning trading platforms or an API connection. With our aggregated liquidity from Tier-1 banks and access to over 80 trading 
venues	across	the	globe,	our	clients	benefit	from	real-time	prices,	precision	execution	and	competitive	commissions	and	fees.

The Trust and Security of Working with a Licensed  Bank 
Saxo Bank A/S is a fully licensed Danish bank under the 
supervision of Finanstilsynet (the Danish FSA). 

This	means	White	Labels	get	the	confidence	from	knowing	they	
are becoming a counterparty with a reliable and established 
provider	in	an	officially	regulated	environment.

Saxo Bank A/S is the parent company of Saxo Bank Group and 
it holds the majority of the activities of the Group. Saxo Bank 
Group is audited by KPMG.

Saxo Bank’s results are directly linked to clients’ trading activity. 
Saxo Bank sees clear indications that the quality of the multi-
asset offering has a positive impact on client activity levels and 
retention rates. This is illustrated by the fact that more of Saxo 
Bank’s direct private clients who were trading FX, stocks, CFDs 
and futures in 2012 remained active traders in 2013. However, 
low market volatility and low interest rate levels continue to 
dampen the effect of these positive trends.

In December 2012, the co-founders and co-CEOs, Kim Fournais 
and Lars Seier Christensen, assumed direct responsibility for the 
Bank’s operations on a daily basis and put focus on developing 
the Bank’s core competences within trading and investment.

Non-core activities have been sold during the year, and a number 
of investments in systems and software have been written down, 
impacting	the	net	profit	for	the	year.

Staff	costs	and	administrative	expenses	have	decreased	signifi-
cantly by DKK 460 million to 2.05 billion, resulting in a decreased 
cost run rate. This is due to the focus on the core competences 
within trading and investment and the steps taken in November 
2012 to reduce the Bank’s cost base. 

As of 31 December 2013, the solvency ratio for Saxo Bank 
Group was 16.2%.

Saxo Bank’s Owner Structure
The founders maintain majority ownership of the Bank. Fournais 
Holding A/S and Lars Seier Christensen Holding A/S own 
29.95% of Saxo Bank each. TPG Capital owns 30% and the 
remaining shares are mainly held by a number of current and 
former employees of the Bank.  

Financial Summary 
Saxo	Bank’s	net	profit	for	the	year	increased	to	DKK	162	million	
in 2013 from DKK 81 million in 2012 and clients’ collateral 
deposits increased by DKK 10.4 billion and reached DKK 50.6 
billion by the end of the year, which is a new all-time high. 

This	is	a	clear	sign	of	continued	confidence	in	the	Bank	and	en	
encouraging development in relation to future earnings, as well 
as a very positive development when looking at the future as 
clients’ collateral deposits are the basis for future trading and 
investment by the Bank’s clients.

10  Financial Summary and Ownership Structure 

SAXO BANK GROUP
(DKK millions)

2013 2012 2011 2010 2009

Operating income 2,861.0 2,966.4 3,526.9 3,338.1 2,227.5

Profit	before	tax 247.4 152.0 847.9 913.8 269.4

Net	profit 162.2 80.9 617.8 643.5 201.4

Total equity 3,492.7 3,364.5 3,240.0 2,880.0 2,335.1

Total assets 27,746.2 26,120.1 27,018.2 22,437.7 15,210.5

Clients’ collateral deposits 50,644.0 40,199.0 35,275.3 31,296.9 15,513.0

Assets under management 
(wealth management) 12,845.9      14,633.8 12,240.0 12,818.9 9,516.0

Solvency ratio (Pillar I) 16.2% 13.5% 14.5% 16.5% 19.0%

Return before tax on Total equity 7.2% 4.6% 27.7% 35.0% 14.4%

Average number of employees 1,362 1,522 1,413 964 927
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Client collateral deposit Assets under Management
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COPENHAGEN 
SAXO BANK A/S 
PHILIP HEYMANS ALLÉ 15 
2900 HELLERUP 
DENMARK 
PHONE: +45 39 77 40 00 
REG. NO. 1149 
CVR. NO. 15731249 
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM 
E-MAIL: INSTITUTIONAL@SAXOBANK.COM

PRAGUE 
SAXO BANK PRAGUE 
BETLÉMSKÝ PALÁC 
HUSOVA 5 
PRAHA 1, 110 00 
CZECH REPUBLIC 
PHONE: +420 22 620 1580 
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM
E-MAIL: FOCEEINST@SAXOBANK.COM

WARSAW
SAXO BANK POLSKA
NOWY SWIAT 7/15
00-469 WARSZAWA
POLAND
PHONE: +48 22 275 55 70
WEB:	INSTITUTIONAL.PL.SAXOBANK.COM  	
E-MAIL: FOCEEINST@SAXOBANK.COMHONG KONG 

SAXO CAPITAL MARKETS HK LIMITED 
SUITE 1201-1202, 12TH FLOOR
AGRICULTURAL BANK OF CHINA TOWER.
NO.50 CONNAUCHT ROAD
CENTRAL HONG KONG 
PHONE: +852 3760 1388 
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.HK.SAXOMARKETS.COM
EMAIL: INSTITUTIONAL@SAXOMARKETS.COM.HK

SINGAPORE 
SAXO CAPITAL MARKETS PTE. LTD. 
3 CHURCH STREET 
#30-00 SAMSUNG HUB 
SE SINGAPORE 049483 
SINGAPORE 
PHONE: +65 6303 7800 
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM
E-MAIL: INSTISG@SAXOMARKETS.COM.SG

PANAMA 
SAXO CAPITAL MARKETS PANAMA SA 
TORRES DE LAS AMERICAS, PISO 29 
TORRE C, SUITE 2908 
0832-2522 WTC - PUNTA PACIFICA 
CIUDAD DE PANAMA, PANAMA 
PHONE: +507 8504312
E-MAIL: LATAM@SAXOBANK.COM

MONTEVIDEO
SAXO CAPITAL MARKETS
AGENTE DE VALORES S.A.
ZONAMERICA RUTA 8
KM 17.500 ED @ 1 OF.109
91600 MONTEVIDEO
URUGUAY
WEB:INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM
E-MAIL: FOLATININST@SAXOBANK.COM

JOHANNESBURG
SAXO CAPITAL MARKETS SA
THE PLACE, 1 SANDTON DRIVE
SOUTH WING, SANDTON, 2146
JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA
PHONE: +27 10 201 6300
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM
E-MAIL: FOSOUTHAFRICAINST@SAXOBANK.COM

BRUXELLES
SAXO BANK BELGIUM
AVENUE LOUISE 480 LOUIZALAAN
BRUXELLES 1050 BRUSSEL, BELGIUM
PHONE: +32 2 626 11 71
E-MAIL: FOWEINST@SAXOBANK.COM

DUBAI 
SAXO BANK (DUBAI) LTD. 
CURRENCY HOUSE, 1ST FLOOR 
DIFC 
PO BOX 506830 
DUBAI, UAE 
PHONE: +971 4 381 6000 
E-MAIL: DUBAI@SAXOBANK.COM

MILAN 
SAXO BANK A/S ITALIA 
CORSO VENEZIA 29
20121 MILANO 
ITALY 
PHONE: +39 02 3668 29 29 
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM
E-MAIL: FOWEINST@SAXOBANK.COM

ISTANBUL 
SAXO CAPITAL MARKETS MENKUL
DEGERLER A.S.
DEREBOYU CAD. MEYDAN SOK. NO:1
BEYBI GIZ PLAZA KAT: 30
MASLAK / ISTANBUL 34398
TURKEY
PHONE: +90 212 705 58 00 
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM
E-MAIL: FOMEINST@SAXOBANK.COM

MADRID 
SAXO BANK A/S SUCURSAL EN ESPAÑA 
PASEO DE LA CASTELLANA 42, 2ª PLANTA
28046 MADRID
ESPANA
PHONE: +34 91 769 69 80
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM
E-MAIL: INSTITUCIONAL@SAXOBANK.COM

TOKYO 
SAXO BANK FX SECURITIES K.K.
KAMIYACHO SANKEI BUILDING 10F 
1-7-2 AZABUDAI 
MINATO-KU 
106-0041 TOKYO 
JAPAN 
OFFICE: +81 3 5545 6351 
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM
E-MAIL: INSTITUTIONALJAPAN@SAXOBANK.COM

LONDON 
SAXO CAPITAL MARKETS UK LTD 
40 BANK STREET, LEVEL 26 
CANARY WHARF 
LONDON E14 5DA 
UNITED KINGDOM 
PHONE: +44 207 151 2000 
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM 
E-MAIL: FOLDNINST@SAXOBANK.COM

PARIS 
SAXO BANQUE FRANCE SARL 
10 RUE DE LA PAIX 
75002 PARIS 
FRANCE 
PHONE: +33 1 78 94 56 40 
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM
E-MAIL: FOWEINST@SAXOBANK.COM

ZURICH 
SAXO BANK (SCHWEIZ) AG 
RIETSTRASSE 41 
POSTFACH 509 
CH-8702 ZOLLIKON ZURICH 
SWITZERLAND 
PHONE: +41 58 317 98 10 
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM
E-MAIL: INSTITUTIONAL@SAXOBANK.CH

GENEVA
SAXO BANK (SCHWEIZ) AG 
- BUREAU DE REPRESENTATION
RUE DU COUTANCE 8
CH-1201 GENEVE
SWITZERLAND
PHONE: +41 583179610
E-MAIL: GENEVA@SAXOBANK.COM 

LIMASSOL
SAXO CAPITAL MARKETS CY LTD.
AGIAS FYLAXEOS 1, 1ST FLOOR
3025 LIMASSOL
CYPRUS
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM
E-MAIL: FOCEEINST@SAXOBANK.COM

ATHENS
SAXO BANK A/S HELLAS 
4 VASILISSIS SOFIAS AVENUE 
10674 ATHENS, 
GREECE 
PHONE: +30 211 181 2 181 
WEB: INSITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM
E-MAIL: FOCEEINST@SAXOBANK.COM

MOSCOW
SAXO BANK A/S MOSCOW
REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE
USACHEVA STR.2, 
BUILDING 1 COMPLEX  FUSION PARK
119048 MOSCOW, RUSSIA
PHONE: +7 495 783 2001
FAX: +7 495 783 2002
WEB:	INSTITUTIONAL.RU.SAXOBANK.COM  
E-MAIL: FOCEEINST@SAXOBANK.COM

AMSTERDAM 
SAXO BANK NEDERLAND 
WTC AMSTERDAM 
B-TOWER 15TH FLOOR 
STRAWINSKYLAAN 1527 
1077 XW AMSTERDAM NETHERLANDS
PHONE: +31 20 333 2133 
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM 
E-MAIL: FONLINST@SAXOBANK.COM

SYDNEY 
SAXO CAPITAL MARKETS (AUSTRALIA) PTY. LTD., 
LEVEL 25, 2 PARK STREET 
SYDNEY, 
NSW 2000 
AUSTRALIA 
PHONE: +61 (2) 8267 9050 
WEB:	INSTITUTIONAL.AU.SAXOMARKETS.COM   
E-MAIL: INSTSALES@SAXOMARKETS.COM.AU

BRAZIL
SAXO BANK BRAZIL
AV. BRIGADEIRO FARIA LIMA
2277-16E ANDAR
UNIDADE 1601
01452-000 SÃN PAULO
BRAZIL
PHONE: +55 (11) 3513 6200
WEB: INSTITUTIONAL.BR.SAXOBANK.COM
EMAIL: INFOBRASIL@SAXOBANK.COM

INDIA
SAXO FINANCIAL SERVICES
PRIVATE LTD
20TH FLOOR
TOWER IOC CYBER CITY
DLF PHASE -II
GURGAON-122002 HARYANA
INDIA
PHONE:+91 124 484 6500
WEB:INSTITUTIONAL.SAXOBANK.COM

Saxo Bank International Presence
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This material is produced for marketing and/or informational purposes only and Saxo Bank A/S and its 
owners,subsidiariesandaffiliateswhetheractingdirectlyorthroughbranchofficesmakenorepresentation
or warranty, and assume no liability, for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided  herein. 
Saxo Bank may change its offering and content of this catalogue without notice. The content of this 
 catalogue shall not be relied up for any contractual purposes. 

This disclaimer is subject to Saxo Bank’s Full Disclaimer available at 
www.institutional.saxobank.com/legal-documentation.
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